Learning at
Home
with

Picnic Time - Games

Infant Activities
Creative Expression
Standard: Focus attention on interesting sight or sounds, often in shared
experiences with adults react to stimulation in the environment. This
includes drawings, sculptures or painting.
Bubble Foam: https://busytoddler.com/2015/11/bubble-foam/

Sensory

Sign Language
Standard: Remember language heard repeatedly in stories, poems, and
interactive language experiences
Sign the word game:
https://www.babysignlanguage.com/dictionary/g/game/

Music and Movement

Standard: Explore objects, activities, and environments

Standard: Respond to music by joining in on one or two words in a song
or moving physically upon hearing a familiar melody or rhythm

Rainbow Ball Sensory Ice:

Music with Ms. Lindsey: https://youtu.be/LuVEYGgiM84

https://craftulate.com/rainbow-ice-ball-sensory-bin/

Circle Time with Ms. Nini: https://youtu.be/em0te7uxwYM
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Toddler Activities
Creative Expression

Math/Science

Standard: Small Muscle Movement and Coordination

Standards: Math: Attributes, sorting, and Patterns

Bubble Foam: https://busytoddler.com/2015/11/bubble-foam/

Science: Investigating and Using Evidence cause and effect
Sun sensory activity:
https://www.123homeschool4me.com/squish-painted-sun-craft_77/

Books and Songs

Outside Time:

The Ants Go Marching: https://youtu.be/2S__fbCGwOM

Standard: Large Muscle Movement and Coordination

Matching Objects: https://youtu.be/_H70PHQXe3Y

The Sneaky Bear Game: Tell your tot to set out three objects (like a ball, a
shovel, and a toy car) before “going to sleep” under a blanket. Then along
comes the sneaky bear — you or another child — to steal one item. Once
that object is safely hidden away, yell, “Wake up!” The sleepyhead has to
figure out which item was stolen (and if you have more than two players,
who was the bear). Take turns so everyone can get a chance to be the
Sneaky Bear.

The Shapes Song: https://youtu.be/OEbRDtCAFdU
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Preschool Activities
Creative Expression
Standard: Small Muscle Movement and Coordination
Bubble Foam: https://busytoddler.com/2015/11/bubble-foam/

Books and Songs

Math/Science/Writing
Preschool Printables:
Outdoor Activity Silly Grass Craft:
https://www.123homeschool4me.com/silly-grass-craft-for-kids/

Outside Time:

The Ants Go Marching: https://youtu.be/2S__fbCGwOM

Standard: Large Muscle Movement and Coordination

Matching Objects: https://youtu.be/_H70PHQXe3Y

The Sneaky Bear Game: Tell your tot to set out three objects (like a ball, a
shovel, and a toy car) before “going to sleep” under a blanket. Then along
comes the sneaky bear — you or another child — to steal one item. Once
that object is safely hidden away, yell, “Wake up!” The sleepyhead has to
figure out which item was stolen (and if you have more than two players,
who was the bear). Take turns so everyone can get a chance to be the
Sneaky Bear.

The Shapes Song: https://youtu.be/OEbRDtCAFdU
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Resources and Links:
Music Class with Ms. Lindsey
https://youtu.be/LuVEYGgiM84
Making Playdough
https://youtu.be/W8UQssbAwnM
Story Time
https://youtu.be/KhSFtg7A78s
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